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Objectives 

 What is Impact Factor and other related 

measurements of „value‟ or „prestige‟ 

◦ ISI Impact Factor 

◦ Eigenfactor 

◦ H-Index 

 What are the controversies 

 Further reading 

 



Impact Factor: Why? What? 

 Produced by ISI Web of Science, Journal Citation 

Reports Database 

 Evaluate the scholarly  worth of a journal 

 Rank journals within a discipline 

 Help you decide where to publish 

 Evaluation for promotion / tenure / grants, or in some 

countries, even government funding of an institution 

 Frequently used as an evaluation source by librarians 

during journal cancellations or new purchases  

 



Web of Sc Web of Science® 

 Indexes 11,519 journals 

 Tracks „cited references‟ and „times cited‟ 

 Tracks citations at the journal level in 

Journal Citation Reports 

 

http://www.library.uiuc.edu/orr/get.php?instid=258127
http://www.library.uiuc.edu/orr/get.php?instid=258127


First, Using  Web of Science® 

 Unique searching capability to allow to 

follow citations back and forward 

 Enter last name of a initial(s) of author 

 Can use Author Finder 

 

http://www.library.uiuc.edu/orr/get.php?instid=258127
http://www.library.uiuc.edu/orr/get.php?instid=258127


Sample of a Citation Report 

 



How is Impact Factor Calculated? 

 # of cites to articles in the indexed 

journal* published in two previous years 

 Total # of citable articles* published in the 

journal  

 Impact factor calculated by dividing 

#citations ÷ # of articles 

 
*citable articles only include original manuscripts and review articles; 

no letters, editorials, etc.   



Year of 

Publication 

Articles 

Published 

Number of 

Citations in 2009 

2007 670 11,420 

2008 607 7,500 

2007 + 2008 1,277 18,920 

Calculating the Impact Fact of the journal Circulation in 2009 

Impact Factor: 18,920 ÷ 1,277 = 14,816 (14.816)  



Impact Factor 

 

 Measure of frequency that average article is 
cited in a period of time 

 Only references in articles within the Web of 
Science are counted; does not include 
citations from book chapters, proceedings 

 Citable articles are just research articles and 
reviews – not news articles, commentary, 
etc. 

 Applies to group of journals NOT individual 
articles or authors 

 



Criticism of Impact Factor 

 Limited to journals indexed by ISI 

 Cannot tell us about the quality of any 

specific article or author 

 Can be confounded by large number of 

review articles and self-citations to that 

journal 

 Can be misused to judge individuals and 

“takes on a life of its own” 

 Discipline specific-speed of information 

 



 Available free at http://www.eigenfactor.org 
and on JCR 

 Only ISI journals are ranked (based on 5 yrs) 

 Includes citations from non-ISI journals, 
books, dissertations 

 Uses an algorithm similar to Google 
PageRank 
◦ journals are considered to be more influential if 

they are cited often by other journals 

 No self-citations 

 Includes cost-effectiveness search 

 

http://www.eigenfactor.org/


Eigenfactor 

 Eigenfactor score defined as “a measure of 

the overall value provided by all the 

articles published in a given journal in a  

year.” A measure of the journal‟s total 

importance to the scientific community 

 Article influence score defined as “a 

measure of the journal‟s prestige based on 

per article citations and comparable to 

impact factor” 



Eigenfactor 

 3 “winners”: Nature, PNAS, Science 

 “While new and emerging measures of 

scientific impact are developed, it is 

important not to rely on one standard. 

After all, science is about progress, which 

is ultimately assessed by human 

judgment.” – Fersht, A. (2009) 



SCImago Health Sciences Rank 

 www.scimagoir.com/ 

 Ranks over 2000 institutions worldwide 

based on Scopus information 

 Health Sciences category includes 

“quantitative data related to the research 

activity between 2004-2008 for 

institutions with at least 100 scientific 

documents published during 2008 (from 

Scopus). 

 

 

http://www.scimagoir.com/
http://www.scimagoir.com/pdf/ranking_world10_health_002.pdf


H-Index: Evaluating the Individual? 

 Developed in 2005 by Jorge Hirsch, 
UCSD 

 “Number n of a researcher‟s papers that 
have all received at least n citations 

 Hard to manipulate by self-citations 

 Example:  Physicist Ed Whitten: written 
110 papers with at least 110 citations 
each 

 Measures broad impact of individual‟s 
work 



POP 

 Take a look at Publish or Perish 

 Publish or Perish is a software program that 
retrieves and analyzes academic citations. It uses 
Google Scholar to obtain the raw citations, then 
analyzes these and presents the following 
statistics: 

 Total number of papers 

 Total number of citations 

 Average number of citations per paper 

 Average number of citations per author 

 Average number of papers per author 

 Average number of citations per year 

 Hirsch's h-index and related parameters and more 

 Check out http://www.harzing.com/pop_gs.htm 

 

http://www.harzing.com/pop.htm
http://scholar.google.com/
http://www.harzing.com/pop_gs.htm
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